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You’ve finally figured it out. You know (with at least ballpark specificity) what you want your next
job to look like, feel like, be like. This is a great start. And to make it even better, you’ve updated
your resume and gotten it all ready to tailor as-needed.
Now what are you supposed to do with your LinkedIn profile?
RELATED: How to make your LinkedIn headline more effective in under 5 minutes
Chances are, you’re going to want to make a few quick updates to ensure your profile showcases
you as a clear and obvious match for the type of roles you’re now eyeing. Wondering when the
heck you’ll squeeze that into your busy, demanding life? Fear not, you can make substantial
progress in just 30 minutes.
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MINUTES 1 THROUGH 15: EDIT (OR CREATE) YOUR SUMMARY
SO IT ALIGNS WITH YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE
If you don’t have a LinkedIn summary at all, you need one. Some recruiters are moving so quickly
through profiles that, if you fail to grab their eyeballs with a solid summary, they’re not reading
further. And, if you have one, but it doesn’t introduce you as a talented [insert job you want next],
you should make some quick adjustments.
Most important is to spell out your strengths and experiences that align with the core deliverables
of the types of jobs you’re pursuing. How can you tell which ones are most important? Grab three
to four job descriptions that seem super interesting to you. Line them up next to one another and

 Followappear in at least two
figure out what the most common requirements are (Hint: they’ll probably
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of those job descriptions).
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Do they all call for the ability to lead cross-functional teams, juggle multiple priorities at once, or
Get
every
new
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present complex data to senior leaders? Then
write
and
edit
thedelivered
summarytoin a way that presents
Inbox.
your strengths in these very things (Don’t lie,your
though.
I know I don’t need to tell you this.)
Join 109,309 other followers

Try to embed several of the most common key terms in that summary also, without making it an
Enter your email address

obnoxious read for the humans. You want to find the balance between keyword stuffing and an
engaging read for your audience. And if you’re struggling on that front, these five LinkedIn
Sign me up
summary templates oughta do the trick.
Build a website with WordPress.com

MINUTES 15 THROUGH 20: CHANGE YOUR HEADLINE
You might not even know that you can alter the headline that appears under your name on your
LinkedIn profile. But you can, and you should.

NEWS T

If you do nothing with your headline, LinkedIn will always default yours to read as follows:
“Current Title at Name of Current Employer.” However, you have 120 characters available to you
to make the headline anything you want.
What you want to do is try and make it both algorithmically strong (LinkedIn weights the headline
fairly heavily in terms of SEO) and a compelling read to the human reviewer. How do you do that?
Here’s an example: Say you’re a marketing professional with a specific desire to work as a content
strategist in your next role. You will want to, then, consider changing your headline like this:

QUICK L
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Before: Marketing Associate at XYZ Company

CORR

After: Marketing Associate | Content Strategist | Copywriter | I help companies build brands, engage

CONT

audiences & drive revenue

COLLE

MINUTES 20 THROUGH 25: UPDATE AND REARRANGE YOUR
SKILLS
Let’s head back to the three to four job descriptions that you just reviewed. What are the most
common skills and qualifications that each is calling for? Do you have experience in these things?
Assuming yes, make sure that they’re not only included in the skills and endorsements section of
your profile, but appearing high up on the list. LinkedIn will always default the order in which your
skills appear as “most endorsements to least endorsements,” but you can drag and drop them
into any order you want while in edit mode.
Put the most common and vital ones near the top. Conversely, if you have any skills showcased
http://college.usatoday.com/2015/11/04/linkedinprofiletips/
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that don’t really make sense given the role you’re now pursuing, you most certainly can delete
irrelevant skills. LinkedIn allows up to 50. While you don’t necessarily need to flood the profile
with all 50, use this section to your full advantage so that your profile is rich in the terms more
important to your next role or future industry.

MINUTES 25 THROUGH 30: SPELL CHECK AND PROOFREAD
THE ENTIRE PROFILE
LinkedIn doesn’t make spell check a breeze, but you absolutely have to check your profile. Pristine
spelling matters, a lot. I often copy and paste entire profile sections into a Word document and
run spell check there. For me, this is the most simple and thorough way to make sure I’ve got it
right.
However, it’s not just spelling that’ll make you look bad. You should also make sure to proofread
for any other mistakes that’ll distract hiring managers. Whatever means you use, make sure you
do this. These simple errors will sour even the most brilliant, well-crafted profile.

WAIT — BEFORE YOU GET STARTED
If you’re a covert job seeker, you need to use care when making even quick changes to your
LinkedIn profile. Why? Because most of us have at least a few connections who are current
colleagues, clients, or bosses. If these people see alerts in their own LinkedIn news feeds that
you’re making a bunch of changes on your LinkedIn profile (e.g. “Kelly Smith updated her
Experience” or “Kelly Smith added a Summary”), they may wonder what you’re up to. Before you
get moving on your edits, make sure you turn your activity broadcasts off. This will prevent most
alerts from going out to your network.
Need to know where that is? Hover over the tiny avatar of yourself in the top right of the screen.
From the dropdown menu, choose Privacy & Settings, then Privacy Controls, and then Turn On/Off
your activity broadcasts.
Once on that screen, uncheck the box, and begin your 30-minute power session.
If you’re going to take a run at a new job or, at the very least, if you want recruiters or hiring
managers to find you for the types of roles you’d love, make sure your LinkedIn lines up. Thirty
minutes optimizing your LinkedIn profile to angle you toward the jobs you’d like to land will likely
be a half-hour incredibly well-spent.
Oh, and if you find yourself working through this really fast: Take a few extra minutes to make
your profile more visually appealing by adding relevant media, uploading a background photo,
and making sure that you’re using the best possible headshot.
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This story was written by Jenny Foss for The Muse, your ultimate career destination, offering exciting job
opportunities, expert advice and a peek behind the scenes into fantastic companies and career paths. We
believe that you can and should love your job–and be successful at it–and we want to help make that happen.
Whether you’re just starting out, changing career paths, or aiming for the C-suite, we’ve got everything you need
to take charge of your career.

This article comes from The USA TODAY College partner network. The views expressed in this article do not
necessarily reflect the views of USA TODAY. You understand that we have no obligation to monitor any discussion
forums, blogs, photo or videosharing pages, or other areas of the Site through which users can supply information or
material. However, we reserve the right at all times, in our sole discretion, to screen content submitted by users and to
edit, move, delete, and/or refuse to accept any content that in our judgment violates these Terms of Service or is
otherwise unacceptable or inappropriate, whether for legal or other reasons.
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Brenda Bernstein · Madison, Wisconsin
This is great advice! It might take longer than 15 minutes to write a great Summary
though. And there are a lot more things you need to do to reach "perfection." If you want
more tips, the book How to Write a KILLER LinkedIn Profile is a great resource!
Like · Reply · 9 hrs
Facebook Comments Plugin
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Po-boys and poll
booths: A citizen's
guide to election day
and sandwiches
ELECTION 2016· November 5, 2015 5:04 pm · Alex
Spiess

Find out what politics and sandwiches
have in common!

Suspect in UCMerced stabbings
identified as
freshman
News· November 5, 2015 4:40 pm · Doug
Stanglin, USA TODAY

Faisal Mohammad, a freshman, was shot
and killed by campus police as he fled
the scene Wednesday.

Study: Tax credits for
tuition not as helpful
as hoped
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News· November 5, 2015 4:02 pm · Michael
Schramm, University of Michigan

A new study says that significant barriers
limit students from taking advantage of
this supposed aid.

Rowling revealed
the American word
for 'Muggle' and
fans are NOT
pleased
ARTS· November 5, 2015 3:30 pm · Kelly Lawler,
USA TODAY

Whatever. We’ll always be Muggles in
our hearts.

This is the story of a
cow and a Great
Dane ...
News· November 5, 2015 2:58 pm · Roberta
Bernstein

Goliath the cow sure does look comfy
snuggled up on that couch.

Carson campaign
aims to target
minority voters
through hip-hop ad
News· November 5, 2015 2:51 pm · Morgan
Baskin

Carson campaign spokesman Doug
Watts told ABC News the clip aims to
reach young black voters “on a level they
appreciate and (…)
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Update: Canadian
boy, 12, made
Arizona State threat
News· November 5, 2015 11:59 am · Natalie
Tarangioli, The Arizona Republic

Sunday’s poster on 4chan –who vowed
to launch an attack with a rifle — was a
kid.
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